We study the fully nonlinear, nonlocal dynamics of two-dimensional multicomponent vesicles in a shear flow with matched viscosity of the inner and outer fluids. Using a nonstiff, pseudo-spectral boundary integral method, we investigate dynamical patterns induced by inhomogeneous bending for a two phase system. Numerical results reveal that there exist novel phase-treading and tumbling mechanisms that cannot be observed for a homogeneous vesicle. In particular, unlike the well-known steady tank-treading dynamics characterized by a fixed inclination angle, here the phase-treading mechanism leads to unsteady periodic dynamics with an oscillatory inclination angle. When the average phase concentration is around 1/2, we observe tumbling dynamics even for very low shear rate, and the excess length required for tumbling is significantly smaller than the value for the single phase case. We summarize our results in phase diagrams in terms of the excess length, shear rate, and concentration of the soft phase. These findings go beyond the well known dynamical regimes of a homogeneous vesicle and highlight the level of complexity of vesicle dynamics in a fluid due to heterogeneous material properties.
Introduction
As the principal components of living cells and organisms, membranes contain a mixture of materials such as lipids and cholesterol 1, 31 . From a physical point of view, this inhomogeneous system may go through a phase decomposition process to reach a lower energy state 51 e.g., form coexisting phase domains (microdomains or rafts) with distinct compositions. Experiments of Giant Unilamellar Vesicles (GUVs) show that membranes initially containing ternary mixtures of lipid components and cholesterol indeed separate into binary ordered (L o ) and disordered (L α ) liquid phases 5, 6 . The domain separations and structural rearrangements in membranes are also coupled with shape deformations and even topological changes 5, 6, 36, 37 .
When the mixed components are decomposed into phase domains, the mechanical responses of the vesicle (e.g. bending stiffness) may depend on the local concentration of these phase domains, i.e. budding and fission of a multiphase vesicle 2, 3, 14, 50 . While there have been many theoretical and numerical studies on the bending energy of lipid bilayer membranes (e.g. see the reviews 29, 31, 38, 40, 41, 45 and the references therein, and the recent papers 4, 13, 15, 42, 43, 54 ), studies on inhomogeneous vesicles in fluids are more limited 7, 8, 10, 18, 25, 32, 46 . Here, we investigate the dy-In this paper, using an integral equation method 49 , we extensively explore dynamical patterns induced by inhomogeneous bending for a two phase system. We assume that the fluids inside and outside the vesicle have the same viscosity and vesicle membrane initially contains a uniform mixture of the two phases. In this work, we focus primarily on three parameters: excess length of the vesicle (defined in Sec.2), average concentration of the soft phase, and the applied shear rate. Our numerical results reveal that phase distribution and inhomogeneous bending moduli lead to rich and novel dynamics even in simple shear flows. For a nearly circular vesicle, we observe that there exists a critical shear rate, above which the phase domain will start to move along the interface and the vesicle morphology will oscillate periodically. Unlike the well-known steady tank-treading dynamics characterized by a fixed inclination angle 9, 26 , it leads to unsteady periodic dynamics with oscillatory inclination angle. We call this phase-treading. Furthermore, the vesicle can move off the center position as the shape of the vesicle changes with the phase dis-tribution. The critical shear rate depends linearly on the bending energy gap between the two phases.
For a vesicle with large excess length, we observe tumbling dynamics in addition to the phase-treading and tank-treading dynamics. In particular, when the average phase concentration is around 1/2, tumbling of a vesicle can be observed even at low shear rates and the excess length required for tumbling is significantly smaller than that for a single phase case. This novel tumbling mechanism is mainly due to the inhomogeneous bending that the shape of the vesicle intends to bend inward at the soft phase region. To the best of our knowledge, no such tumbling mechnism has been reported so far. We summarize our results in phase diagrams in the parameter plane (excess length, shear rate, and concentration of the soft phase). These findings go beyond the well-known dynamical regimes of a homogeneous vesicle and highlight the level of complexity of vesicle dynamics in fluids due to inhomogeneous bending.
Materials and Methods
Consider a closed vesicle whose interior and exterior is filled with a fluid of viscosity η. Let γ denote the boundary of the vesicle. We nondimensionalize the system using a characteristic length of the membrane R (radius of an equivalent circular vesicle with the same area) and a characteristic time τ = ηR 3 /B where B is a characteristic bending stiffness. The excess length ∆ = L/R − 2π, where L is the total arc length.
Flow field
We assume that the ambient fluid is governed by the Stokes equations,
where T and u are the fluid stress and velocity, respectively. Across the interface γ, the velocity is continuous:
On the other hand, the hydrodynamic stress sustains a jump given by the Laplace-Young condition:
where f is the total membrane force and n is the outward normal to the interface γ.
In this work, we restrict our attention to simple shear flows, wherein, the far-field boundary condition is given by
for some point x = (x 1 , x 2 ) in the fluid domain and S is the constant shear rate. Finally, imposing a no-slip boundary condition at the vesicle boundary yields the following kinematic condition:
whereẋ is the velocity of a material point on the vesicle membrane. The local inextensibility reads
where s is the counter clockwise tangential of interface γ .
Material Field
For simplicity, we focus our study on a vesicle whose membrane is composed of two phases only (e.g. lipid components). Let ψ(s,t) denote the mass concentration of one phase, where s is the arclength parameterizing the moving interface γ; the concentration of the other phase then is 1 − ψ(s,t). We assume that no chemical reactions occur and the two phases are distributed only on the interface γ. Therefore, for each phase the total mass is conserved,
where we assume the surface density of each phase equals to one for simplicity. Thus, the evolution of ψ is governed by a convection-reaction-diffusion equation. In Eulerian coordinates, the local form reads
where J is the surface flux derived below in eqn (16) , and operator
where u s = (I − nn)u is the tangential velocity on γ, and H is the local mean curvature. For an incompressible velocity field, n · ∇u · n describes the local rate of change of the interfacial area (or the arclength in 2D). Correspondingly, this term in eqn (8) describes the change in ψ due to interface stretching. Since we assume that the vesicle membrane is locally inextensible, equation (8) reduces to a diffusion equation, which in Lagrangian coordinates is
Constitutive Relations
We consider the energy of the system
and
where E b is the bending energy associated with inhomogeneous bending stiffness of the membrane B(ψ) that depends on the local phase concentration ψ. E p is the energy due to membrane tension Λ, which can be viewed as a Lagrange multiplier that enforces the local inextensibility constraint.
E ψ models the line energy associated with the surface phases. The function g(ψ) takes the form of a double-well potential
with the two minima giving stable phases at ψ = 0 and ψ = 1. ε is a small parameter (taken to be a constant for simplicity) that measures the excess energy due to surface gradients. It is chosen such that E ψ approaches a finite constant when ε → 0. The parameter a 0 characterizes the size of the line energy.
The jump in the stress across the interface can be derived by taking variation of the total membrane energy with respect to the interface position,
which is given by
where (·) s and (·) indicate differentiation with respect to the arclength and ψ respectively.
We define the surface flux as
where ν is a positive mobility coefficient and the chemical potential µ is defined by
In summary, the model requires us to solve the Stokes equations (1) subject to local inextensibility condition (6) and boundary conditions (2), (3) and (4) with the stress jump f given by the constitutive equation (14) , together with a high-order CahnHilliard type equation (9) with the surface flux given by the constitutive equation (16) .
Numerical Scheme
Our numerical scheme is based on the work of 49 with some minor improvements using ideas from 35 . We provide a brief summary of the method here. The governing equations for both the membrane phase evolution (9) and the position evolution (5) are numerically stiff as they contain high-order spatial derivative terms. Consequently, explicit time-marching schemes tend to be prohibitively expensive requiring extremely small time-step sizes. To overcome the stiffness, our time-marching scheme uses the small-scale decomposition approach of 19 , see 49 for a detailed description of this method applied to vesicle flows.
We employ the boundary integral method to solve the equations (1), wherein, the velocity field at any point x is represented using a boundary integral as
where the free-space Green's function for the Stokes equation is given by 40
By construction, the representation (18) satisfies the Stokes equations and the boundary conditions (2), (3) and (4) 40 . Taking the limit as x → γ and then applying the kinematic boundary condition (5) gives us a integro-differential equation for the membrane evolution. Following 20,49 , we apply a second-order accurate linear propagator method to evolve the tangent angles of the material points on the membrane and subsequently a secondorder Adams-Bashforth method to retrieve the corresponding positions.
Results
We investigate the influence of the elastic inhomogeneity, relative ratio of the surface lipid phase concentration and the external shear rate on the two-dimensional vesicle dynamics in simple shear flows. Another important parameter we vary is the excess length of the vesicle, defined as ∆ = L/R − 2π, where L is the perimeter of the vesicle and R is the radius of a circle that has the same enclosed area i.e., R = A/π given the vesicle area is A. In our numerical experiments, the initial vesicle shape is always an ellipse with a fixed perimeter, L = 2.6442 (corresponding to that of a 1 3 ellipse). The initial phase distribution ψ is assumed to be a mixture of both phases: ψ(α, 0) = ψ + δ (3 cos 2πα + 0.5 cos 6πα + 0.5 cos(8πα)), whereψ is the average concentration varying between 0.25 and 0.75 accounting for different ratios of the surface phases, δ is a small perturbation parameter, and α ∈ [0, 1] parameterizes γ. Unless otherwise specified, we set the default values of some of the parameter as follows: a 0 = 100, ε = 0.04, dt = 10 −5 , δ = 0.05. The bending stiffness is a linear combination of the hard phase B 1 (denoted by blue color) and the soft phase B 2 (denoted by red color) i.e., B(ψ) = (1 − ψ)B 1 + ψB 2 . We set B 1 = 1 and B 2 = 0.1 for all our tests.
Nearly circular vesicle in shear flow
First we investigate the dynamics of a nearly circular vesicle, with ∆ = 0.194, in shear flow by varying the shear rate S and the average concentrationψ. A well-known phenomenon in the case of a homogenous membrane is that when a vesicle with no viscosity contrast is subjected to shear flow, it undergoes a steady tank-treading motion. Moreover, the angle of inclination θ and the tank-treading frequency both are independent of the shear rate 26, 52 . By settingψ = 0, we verify this result in Fig. 1 , where θ approaches the equilibrium value ∼ 0.6 radians for S ∈ [2, 350] .
On the other hand, for a two-phase membrane, we find that the inclination angle does not remain fixed and is affected by the shear rate as shown in Fig. 2, (a) , (b) and (c). When 0.25 <ψ < 0.75, the initial mixture of membrane phases separates early on in the evolution, resulting in two large regions of the ψ ≈ 1 (the red soft phase) and ψ ≈ 0 (the blue hard phase) (see Fig. 3 ).
Moreover, when the shear rate is small, the vesicle will tanktread with the phase staying in place on the vesicle membrane (with respect to the fluid domain) and the variation of the inclination angle for different shear rates remains small. However, unlike the dynamics of a single phase vesicle, there exists a critical shear rate S C , above which the phase will start to move and the vesicle shape and the inclination angle will undergo periodic oscillations accordingly. We shall call this kind of dynamics as "phase-treading", to distinguish from the well-known tanktreading dynamics. Note that the variance of the inclination angle over time will decrease as the shear rate increases, as shown in Fig. 2 . This is because the shape of the vesicle is determined more by the shape parameter ∆ and less by the bending rigidity under high shear rate. We demonstrate the tank-treading dynamics of a multicomponent vesicle in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3(a) shows the fluid velocity (denoted by the streamlines) , the shape of the vesicle, and the phase distribution (denoted by color) at the equilibrium state. The reference point α = 0 is highlighted by a black square; α increases counterclockwise (denoted by the arrow at the reference point). In Fig.  3(b) , we plot the velocity of the reference point V L , the velocity of the phase with respect to the reference point in Lagrangian frame V ψ , and the velocity of the phase with respect to the fluid V ψ +V L . For tank-treading dynamics V ψ + V L = 0 in the equilibrium state. Fig. 3(c) shows the evolution of the maximum, minimum, and average values of the local surface tension. As can be observed, they remain fixed once the vesicle reaches the equilibrium state as is the case with the membrane energies plotted in Fig. 3(d) . Note that we use a black circle and triangle to denote the position of the maximum and minimum value of the local surface tension respectively in Fig. 3(a) . Surface tension is largest when the curvature is the lowest and vice versa.
We demonstrate the phase-treading dynamics of a multicomponent vesicle in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4(a) shows the morphological evolution of the vesicle, the corresponding phase distribution and the flow field. While the phase boundaries separating the two phases move along with the membrane, the ambient fluid flow remains nearly the same. In Fig. 4(b) , we plot V L , V ψ , and V ψ + V L . Notice that when the soft phase passes through high-curvature regions e.g., between t = 0.28s and t = 0.31s, the phase boundaries move much faster. This is driven by bending energy dissipation, as shown in Fig. 4(d) . In Fig. 4(c) we plot the evolution of the surface tension. Note that between time t = 0.28 and t = 0.31, the surface tension changes from minimum to maximum; but the phase energy remains the same, as shown in Fig. 4(d) . As can be noticed from Figure 4 , a phase-treading vesicle reaches a dynamic equilibrium, wherein, the membrane variables such as the tension undergo a periodic oscillation. In Table 1 , we measure their periods of oscillation for different values ofψ and S. We observe that, asymptotically, the periods vary linearly with 1/S as the shear rate is increased.
Analysis of the critical shear rate. The transition from the tank-treading to phase-treading dynamics in the case of a nearly circular vesicle is strongly dictated by the difference in the bending moduli of the two phases. This can be understood from the evolution equation of the phase distribution,
Since the shape of the vesicle and ψ do not vary much during tank-treading, all the terms in the right hand side of the above equation remain fixed, rendering ψ t to vary as B , which equals the difference between the bending moduli of the two phases. We demonstrate this using numerical experiments in Fig. 5(a) where we vary one of the bending moduli and see how S C varies for different values ofψ. In all the cases, we observe that S C ∼ B 1 −B 2 as predicted from our above analysis.
We can also relate the critical shear rate to the membrane energy at equilibrium as follows. Recall that in the phase-treading regime, the bending energy of the membrane oscillates periodically unlike the tank-treading regime (e.g., see Figs.3(d) and 4(d)). It turns out that the maximum variation of the bending energy within each period of oscillation is directly proportional to the critical shear rate. Let us define this bending energy gap as
for all t in one period of oscillation; for example, in Fig. 4(c) , the maximum and the minimum occur at 0.31s and 0.28s respectively. In Fig. 5(b) and (c), we plot the critical shear rate and the bending energy gap as a function ofψ. Clearly, the critical shear rate is positively related to the bending energy gap. In Fig. 5 (c) , we plot the critical shear rate versus the average phase concentration, keeping B 1 = 1 and B 2 = 0.8. By doing this, we eliminate most of the non-linear part caused by periodic change of the vesicle shape. The critical shear rate and the energy gap is symmetric with respect toψ = 0.5. Still, the reason for the discrepancy between the critical shear rate and bending energy gap is not clear. 
Dynamics of an elongated multicomponent vesicle
Next we investigate the dynamics of a more elongated vesicle in shear flow, by changing the shear rate S, the average concentration of the red soft phaseψ, and the shape parameter ∆.
In Fig. 6 (a) , we plot the phase diagram for the dynamics of multicomponent vesicle in shear flow, given fixed average phase concentrationψ = 0.48 and total arclength of the vesicle L = 2.6442. Unlike the nearly circular vesicle, the dynamics are now characterized by three regimes: (I) Tumbling: when the shear rate is small S < 4 and the excess length ∆ > 0.8; (II) Phasetreading: when the shear rate S > 15 and the excess length ∆ < 3; (III) Tank-treading: when ∆ < 1.6. Note that when ∆ > 1.6, there will be no tank-treading regime, and there is no sharp transition between the tumbling region and phase-treading region. The criterion we use to separate the tumbling from the phase treading region is that the minimum of the inclination angle can be negative, i.e. when min(θ (t → ∞)) < 0 (see Fig. 6 (b) ), the vesicle is tumbling. The non-sharp condition means the min(θ (t → ∞)) changes continuously with S.
In Fig. 7 , we plot the tumbling dynamics for a vesicle with excess length ∆ = 0.94 when S = 4. It is well-known that a sufficiently elongated vesicle of single component will tumble when the shear rate is high . To the best of knowledge, tumbling of a vesicle with relatively small excess length under low shear rate is new. The vesicle tumbles because it can bend inward on the soft phase region. In Fig. 7 (a) , we plot the morphological evolution and the corresponding flow field. When t = 2s and 6s, the vesicle is along x direction, that the nearby flow parallels the shape of the vesicle. For t = 4.2 − 4.6s, the vesicle is along y direction, and the flow around the vesicle membrane is rotating, i.e. the vesicle is tumbling. In Fig. 7 (b) and (c), we plot the evolution of the surface tension σ (α,t) and the mean curvature H(α,t). For t = 1 − 4s and t = 5 − 8s, negative curvature, i.e. where the vesicle bend inward, the surface tension is small, even negative. The surface tension is always positive for the hard blue part, where the membrane bend outward. The surface tension is small(in absolute value) at the two tips, where the blue phase and read phase meet. Note that there is a shape transition between t = 4.2 − 4.6s. The phase moves quickly, as shown in Fig. 7(d) , and the bending energy pulses, as shown in In Fig. 7 (f) . In Fig. 7(e) , we zoom in Fig. 7(d) and show more clearly the relationship between V L , V ψ . For tumbling dynamics under lower shear rate, V ψ +V L ≈ 0 most of the time, which is similar to tank-treading. The local surface tension drops significantly (the blue region around t = 4.4s and α = 0.5), which means that there is a compression of the vesicle. Also the vesicle moves off the center position as the shape of the vesicle changes periodically, as shown in Fig. 7 [g].
For smaller ∆, i.e. ∆ < 1.6, as the shear rate increases, the vesicle will tank-tread. The vesicle will finally phase-tread if we keep increasing the shear rate. There will also be a critical shear rate S C under which the vesicle will tank-tread, as shown in Fig. 6 , (a). However, for an elongated vesicle the S C ∼ B 1 − B 2 relation will not hold anymore since the high curvature max α (H(α)) will change significantly for different B 2 .
In Fig. 8 , we plot the phase-treading dynamics for a more elongated vesicle with excess length ∆ = 2.30 when S = 28. The phase move along the vesicle periodically and the shape of the vesicle changes periodically. As shown in Fig. 8 (a) , where we plot the morphological evolution and the corresponding flow field, the flow field agrees with the vesicle shape. In Fig. 8 (b) and (c), we plot the evolution of the surface tension σ (α,t) and the mean curvature H(α,t). Between t = 0.4 − 0.6s, the red phase moves across the left tip, and the surface tension is small (in absolute value). Between t = 0.7 − 0.9s, when the red is on the top and blue phase is at the bottom, the surface tension is large (in absolute value). The surface tension is negative at the top where the vesicle bend inward, and the surface tension is positive at the blue bottom where the vesicle bend outward a little. Moreover, the vesicle moves off the center position as the shape of the vesicle changes periodically, as shown in Fig. 8 [g].
Next we investigate the influence of the average phase concentration. In Fig. 9 , we construct the phase diagram for the dynamics of a multicomponent vesicle in shear flow, given fixed total arclength L = 2.6442 and excess length ∆ = 0.94 for Fig. 9 (a), and ∆ = 2.30 for Fig. 9 (b) , while changing the average phase concentration and the shear rate.
In Fig. 9 (a) , there are 3 regions: (I) tumbling: when the shear rate is small S < 4 and the average phase concentration is around 0.5, the vesicle will tumble; (II) tank-treading: when shear rate increases, the vesicle will tank-tread; (III) phase-treading: as the shear rate increases, the phase will tread along the vesicle together with the reference point.
The vesicle is more unstable if the average phase concentration is around 0.5. On the one hand, the bending energy gap ∆E b is smaller that the critical shear rate between the tank-treading and phase-treading region is smaller. On the other hand, when the shear rate is small, the half soft/half hard phase distribution can lead to bean shaped vesicle that will tumble in shear flow, which is significantly different from single phase vesicle.
In Fig. 9 (b) , there are also 3 regions: (I) tumbling: when the shear rate is small S < 4 and the average phase concentration is around 0.5, the vesicle will tumble; (II) phase-treading: when shear rate increases the average phase concentration is around 0.5, the phase will tread with the reference point while the transition between the tumbling and phase treading is not sharp; (III) tank-treading: if the average phase concentration is largeψ > 0.58 or smallψ < 0.44, the vesicle will tank-tread within a wide range of shear rate, i.e. whenψ = 0.44, the critical shear rate between tank-treading and phase treading is S C = 120, because the vesicle is more elongated that the bending energy gap ∆E b is large.
Conclusions and Discussion
We investigated the dynamics of two-dimensional multicomponent vesicles in shear flows with matched viscosity of inner and outer fluids. We focused our study on how the inhomogeneous bending, the excess length and the applied shear rate dictate the vesicle dynamics. Unlike the homogeneous vesicle dynamics, here we found three dynamic patterns-tank-treading, phasetreading, and tumbling. The critical shear rate for transitioning to phase-treading is shown to be proportional to difference in bending moduli as well the bending energy gap. This fact can come in handy, perhaps, in estimating the material properties of vesicle membranes by observing their dynamics in shear flows. For the two-phase vesicle considered in this work, the phases separate into two large regions, where the hard phase congregates at the low curvature region, and the soft phase congregates at high curvature region. This asymmetry in the shape often leads to a cross-streamline migration of the vesicle and a net preferential direction of motion even in linear shear flow. Elongated vesicles undergo tumbling when the shear rate is small if the average phase concentration is around 1/2. Moreover, the excess length required for tumbling is significantly smaller than the value for a single phase case. Similar to the phase-treading regime, the asymmetry in the shape of a vesicle can lead to a preferential migration since the centroid of the vesicle undergoes periodic oscillations. As the shear rate is increased, an elongated vesicle will transition from tumbling to tank-treading to phase-treading dynamics. Nevertheless, as the excess length is increased, the tank-treading region shrinks and finally disappears. Without the tank-treading regime, the transition from tumbling to phase-treading becomes blurry, since our criterion to distinguish them is whether the inclination angle can be negative.
The results presented here add to the increasing body of evidence that shows the importance of material composition on the dynamics of biomembranes at small scales. In general, we find that the most important effect of compound phase domains is to provide a symmetry-breaking source for the vesicle interface, and the effects of such an asymmetry on the dynamics are profound. When the excess length is small, the results are expected because the shape of the vesicle is not symmetric due to inhomogeneous bending and two phases will finally move with the nodes under strong shear flow. When the excess length is large, the influence of the inhomogeneous bending is more significant since the vesicle with evenly distributed phases can bend inward and tumble under weak flow.
Several assumptions were made in this work. The bending modulus for the composite phase was assumed to be a linear combination of the bending moduli for each one; more complex models can easily incorporated in our simulation framework. We restricted our attention to parameter regimes where the phase energy is significantly larger than the bending energy, so that the phase boundaries separating the two phases are sharp and the phase distribution is relatively stable. The interior and exterior fluid viscosities were assumed to be the same; the inhomogeneous bending can lead to interesting interplay of the tumbling dynamics known to arise from viscosity contrast. In addition, we are currently working on extending this work to three-dimensions and multi-particle interactions in confined flows.
